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curriculum mapping is a reflective process that helps teachers understand what has been taught in a
class how it has been taught and how learning outcomes were assessed the curriculum mapping
process results in a document known as a curriculum map curriculum mapping the process of making
a curriculum map is the practice of aligning skills to classes and grade levels most of the time a
curriculum map looks a lot like a spreadsheet curriculum mapping allows all the teachers and
administrators responsible for a grade to step back and get a broader picture of what is being taught
across curricula a curriculum map should be well organized and purposefully designed to facilitate
learning it should avoid academic gaps and needless repetition while maintaining alignment across
lessons courses subject areas and grade levels curriculum mapping describes the school wide
practice of recording the skills and content that has been taught and assessed in each subject across
grade levels so teachers can plan what to teach next a curriculum map shows where within a
curriculum student learning outcomes are taught and assessed a curriculum map can be used to
ensure that alignment exists between the expected curriculum mapping aims to ensure that teaching
is purposefully structured and logically sequenced across grade levels so that students are building on
what they have previous learned and learning the knowledge and skills that will progressively prepare
them for more challenging higher level work curriculum mapping is the process of outlining a
curriculum to identify academic gaps to improve the student learning experience educators build a
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roadmap for teaching students to make sure their students are progressing with the content at hand
what is a curriculum map and why is it useful simply put a curriculum map is a visual representation
of the distribution of a program s student learning outcomes across the program s curriculum grade 3
curriculum map el education s grades 3 5 comprehensive literacy curriculum is 2 hours per day of con
tent based literacy module lessons 60 minutes of daily instruction explicitly teach and formally assess
all standards and strands of the common core state standards ccss for english language arts and
literacy in general terms a curriculum map includes specific skills assessments essential questions big
ideas accommodations materials required how do you use a curriculum map a curriculum map doesn
t tell teachers how to teach rather what needs to be taught to achieve goals free curriculum map for
kindergarten first grade and even second grade this includes reading writing a math scope and
sequence and a phonics scope and sequence plus a ton of free resources a curriculum map is tool
that educators use to map out their school year at the beginning of the year to ensure they allocate
time to teach all of the grade level standards and topics they are also commonly referred to as pacing
guides long range plans and year at a glance planning sheets you re seeking to determine things such
as whether your students are on grade level or ahead of or behind grade level for the skills that are
relevant to your class and any special needs your students may have unit assessments are also
designed to be curriculum embedded opportunities to practice in an age appropriate manner the
types of skills needed on state assess ments in grades 3 5 the curriculum map below lists the title of
each unit level assessment ccss assessed and the format this page provides guidelines and sample
curriculum maps and also information on how to use curriculum maps as a part of program
assessment use your free editable curriculum map template to get started write down all the major
topics you need to cover in a year assign each topic to a month that makes sense use the curriculum
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map to identify the learning opportunities e g assignments activities that produce the program s
outcomes prioritize the assignments and assessment tasks that are relevant to students cultural
background and meaningful to their current and future professional lives curriculum map the
concepts in each unit are presented based on a logical mathematical progression each unique unit in
sequence builds upon the previous unit the framework for statistical reasoning mathematical
modeling framework and the k 12 mathematical practices should be taught throughout the units the
downloadable standards maps list all of the standards for each content area it is possible that one
textbook will not cover all of the content standards since secondary courses may cover only one
domain or one strand in a content area
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curriculum mapping definition purpose and tips thoughtco May 13 2024 curriculum mapping is a
reflective process that helps teachers understand what has been taught in a class how it has been
taught and how learning outcomes were assessed the curriculum mapping process results in a
document known as a curriculum map
what is a curriculum map and how do you make one Apr 12 2024 curriculum mapping the
process of making a curriculum map is the practice of aligning skills to classes and grade levels most
of the time a curriculum map looks a lot like a spreadsheet
a comprehensive guide to curriculum mapping the teach Mar 11 2024 curriculum mapping allows all
the teachers and administrators responsible for a grade to step back and get a broader picture of
what is being taught across curricula
curriculum map examples aims benefits and challenges Feb 10 2024 a curriculum map should be well
organized and purposefully designed to facilitate learning it should avoid academic gaps and needless
repetition while maintaining alignment across lessons courses subject areas and grade levels
curriculum mapping guide weteachnyc Jan 09 2024 curriculum mapping describes the school wide
practice of recording the skills and content that has been taught and assessed in each subject across
grade levels so teachers can plan what to teach next
quick guide to program curriculum mapping Dec 08 2023 a curriculum map shows where within a
curriculum student learning outcomes are taught and assessed a curriculum map can be used to
ensure that alignment exists between the expected
curriculum mapping definition the glossary of education reform Nov 07 2023 curriculum mapping
aims to ensure that teaching is purposefully structured and logically sequenced across grade levels so
that students are building on what they have previous learned and learning the knowledge and skills
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that will progressively prepare them for more challenging higher level work
curriculum mapping what you need to know education Oct 06 2023 curriculum mapping is the process
of outlining a curriculum to identify academic gaps to improve the student learning experience
educators build a roadmap for teaching students to make sure their students are progressing with the
content at hand
curriculum mapping the center for teaching and learning Sep 05 2023 what is a curriculum
map and why is it useful simply put a curriculum map is a visual representation of the distribution of a
program s student learning outcomes across the program s curriculum
grade 3 curriculum map el education Aug 04 2023 grade 3 curriculum map el education s grades
3 5 comprehensive literacy curriculum is 2 hours per day of con tent based literacy module lessons 60
minutes of daily instruction explicitly teach and formally assess all standards and strands of the
common core state standards ccss for english language arts and literacy
how to create a curriculum map ask a tech teacher Jul 03 2023 in general terms a curriculum
map includes specific skills assessments essential questions big ideas accommodations materials
required how do you use a curriculum map a curriculum map doesn t tell teachers how to teach rather
what needs to be taught to achieve goals
free curriculum map the ultimate guide for organizing and Jun 02 2023 free curriculum map for
kindergarten first grade and even second grade this includes reading writing a math scope and
sequence and a phonics scope and sequence plus a ton of free resources
how to make a curriculum map to plan out your entire year in May 01 2023 a curriculum map
is tool that educators use to map out their school year at the beginning of the year to ensure they
allocate time to teach all of the grade level standards and topics they are also commonly referred to
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as pacing guides long range plans and year at a glance planning sheets
curriculum mapping tips for new teachers edutopia Mar 31 2023 you re seeking to determine things
such as whether your students are on grade level or ahead of or behind grade level for the skills that
are relevant to your class and any special needs your students may have
grade 1 curriculum map el education Feb 27 2023 unit assessments are also designed to be
curriculum embedded opportunities to practice in an age appropriate manner the types of skills
needed on state assess ments in grades 3 5 the curriculum map below lists the title of each unit level
assessment ccss assessed and the format
templates and samples curriculum mapping libguides at Jan 29 2023 this page provides guidelines
and sample curriculum maps and also information on how to use curriculum maps as a part of
program assessment
curriculum mapping grab a free editable template now Dec 28 2022 use your free editable curriculum
map template to get started write down all the major topics you need to cover in a year assign each
topic to a month that makes sense
curriculum mapping curriculum matrix assessment and Nov 26 2022 use the curriculum map to
identify the learning opportunities e g assignments activities that produce the program s outcomes
prioritize the assignments and assessment tasks that are relevant to students cultural background
and meaningful to their current and future professional lives
grade 6 curriculum map Oct 26 2022 curriculum map the concepts in each unit are presented
based on a logical mathematical progression each unique unit in sequence builds upon the previous
unit the framework for statistical reasoning mathematical modeling framework and the k 12
mathematical practices should be taught throughout the units
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grades nine through twelve standards maps curriculum Sep 24 2022 the downloadable standards
maps list all of the standards for each content area it is possible that one textbook will not cover all of
the content standards since secondary courses may cover only one domain or one strand in a content
area
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